Evaluation of Electrical Activity of Diaphragm and Respiratory Drive During Successful Weaning of Traumatic Quadriplegic Patient by Neuromuscular Adjusted Ventilatory Assist Mode
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The case is 43 years old woman referred to emergency department of our hospital with quadriplegia and severe respiratory insufficiency due to C5-C6 injury after falling. She discharged from ICU after fixation of the lesion and successful weaning. We evaluated electrical activity of diaphragm signal (Edi), Respiratory drive (P100) during one month period. We detected increase in level of electrical activity of diaphragm and respiratory drive during weaning of patient. 
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Spinal cord injuries (SCIs) often lead to impairment of the respiratory system and, consequently, restrictive respiratory changes. Paresis or paralysis of the respiratory muscles can lead to respiratory insufficiency, which is dependent on the level and completeness of the injury. It is best to proceed with intubation under controlled circumstances rather than waiting until the condition becomes an emergency. Complete lesions above C5 require intubation in virtually 100% of cases [1-3]. The neuro-ventilatory coupling is the complex process that coordinates the neural ventilation and the mechanical ventilation. NAVA may be considered as a mode of assisted mechanical ventilation where the level of ventilatory assist is proportional to diaphragm muscle electrical activity (Edi) [4].

The Edi signal is the sum of the electrical activity of the diaphragm. The Edi signal is measured transesophageally by means of an Edi catheter, which has 8 bipolar microelectrodes mounted on the tip of a gastric tube. The resulting signal is amplified and displayed as the Edi curve. The clinical experience with NAVA in humans is small. Based on the sound physiological principles, however, many potential applications exist. The unique feature of NAVA is to rely on Edi to trigger the respiratory cycle and to deliver proportional assist in harmony with the patient’s neural drive on a breath-to-breath basis [5-6]. This mode is a good choice in neuromuscular disorders (e.g Guillain Barre/Myasthenia Gravis) [7-8] and to improve sleep pattern as used in non-invasive forms of ventilation [9]. NAVA offers better patient-ventilator synchrony than other available modes of assisted ventilation.

Arguably the most important purpose of Edi signal monitoring is the diagnosis of the diaphragmatic activity itself. Also NAVA could be used as a tool for evaluating function of the diaphragm [10]; “normalization” of the transesophageal signal might be predictive of successful weaning and extubation.

Case Description

The patient was 43 years old woman who injured after falling and suffered dislocation of C5-C6 and quadriplegia. The patient’s first main symptom was numbness in extremities but symptoms had progressed to quadriplegia and respiratory insufficiency several hours later.

The patient’s vital signs were as below:

BP=100/80 mmHg  HR=65/min  RR=32/min

Physical examination of chest and abdomen was normal. The forces of upper and lower extremities were 1/5 and 0/5 respectively.

CXR was normal. The patient was intubated and immediately transferred to operating room for fixation of cervical spine (Figure 1).

After fixation of lesion patient was transferred to ICU.

At the time of admission the patient’s blood pressure was 80/50mmHg and heart rate was 55 beat/min.

After infusion of 2 liters of normal saline BP was 85/50mmHg and HR was 50/min so 5 µg/kg/min dopamine drip started due to persistent spinal shock.

We started mechanical ventilation with SIMV mode and after few days changed the mode of ventilation to NAVA (Neurally adjusted ventilatory assist) mode with NAVA equipped ventilator (MAQEUT SERVO I) and the amounts of Edi signal and P100 were recorded.

The patient was hospitalized for more than one month in ICU. During this time the patient had several episodes of left lung atelectasis and sever pneumonia (Figures 2-3) which was resolved by bronchoscopy and open lung maneuvers as well as appropriate antibiotics and also cough assist device (Figure 4).

With administration of Midodrine 10mg/TDS, we tapered
the dopamine. We also performed Percutaneous Dilatational Tracheostomy (PDT) ten days after admission to ICU.

**Figure 1- C5-C6 Facet joint displacement**

**Figure 2- Atelectasia of left lung**

**Figure 3- Evidences of pneumonia**

**Figure 4- Normal and clear lung fields before discharge**

With the goal of obtaining an optimal pressure support and maintaining tidal volume of about 4-6ml/Kg NAVA level was titrated [11].

We started with NAVA level of 2cmH2O/μV. We evaluated electrical activity of diaphragm signal (Edi), P100 level, expiratory tidal volume and minute ventilation, respiratory rate and also neuroventilatory efficiency (Vt/Edi) in three sections, early middle and late in the course of hospitalization.

During the early days, when NAVA level was 2 CmH2O/μV mean Edi was 3.6 μV and P100 level was 0.25 CmH2O, mean respiratory rate was 19/min and minute ventilation and mean tidal volume were 9.8 L/min and 516 ml respectively. At following days when NAVA level have reduced to 1.5 cmH2O/μV these parameters changed to the following levels:

- Mean Edi: 4.44 μV, P100: 0.47 CmH2O mean RR: 22/min, MVe: 8.6 L/min and mean Vt: 390 ml.
- Ultimately when patient was almost ready to wean from respiratory support and NAVA level had reduced to 1 cmH2O/μV the parameters were as following:
  - Mean Edi: 5.4 μV and P100: 0.54 CmH2O, RR: 22/min MVe: 6.8 L/min and Vt: 309 ml

Finally, the patient has weaned from mechanical ventilation successfully.

In these three stages the neuroventilatory efficiency (Vt/Edi) reduced from 143 to 88 and 57 ml/μV.

**Discussion**

Patients with SCI of C1-C3 are rarely weanable but Patients with a SCI of C4 and below are potentially weanable if only once active pulmonary pathology has resolved and the relative rehabilitation of respiratory muscles has occurred [9].

Tracheostomies have clear advantages, especially when weaning may take weeks. Patients find them comfortable, and they minimize laryngeal damage from prolonged intubation and also have less dead space compared with a tracheal tube.

Diaphragmatic pacing can also restore inspiratory muscle
function in quadriplegics [12].

Hypotension occurs with lesions above T6 due to loss of sympathetic autonomic function and unopposed parasympathetic function and if fluid resuscitation alone is inadequate, vasoactive drugs should be used to achieve an acceptable mean arterial pressure.

In some cases, there are some cord regions with incomplete injury which might be resolved with early fixation and appropriate hemodynamic and metabolic supports.

As patient’s neuroventilatory conditions improved (increased Edi) less ventilator support (NAVA level) was needed to maintain acceptable tidal volume (4-6ml/Kg).

Simultaneously neuroventilatory efficiency (Vt/Edi) decreased.

We proposed that changes in Edi levels and reduction of neuroventilatory efficiency (Vt/Edi) can predict successful weaning from mechanical ventilation irrespective of P100 [13-14].

The reduction of Vt/Edi indicates that in each stage more proportion of tidal volume is maintained by neuromuscular capability of the patient (Edi) instead of ventilatory support (NAVA level) [14]. Similarly in a recent case of Guillian-barre syndrome reported by Jonathan Dugernier et al. [8] during weaning process Vt/Edi decreased.

In our case P100 was always below normal levels and could not be used as predictor of weaning process.

Conclusion

Electrical activity of diaphragm (Edi) and neuroventilatory efficiency (Vt/Edi) can be considered as predictors of successful weaning in spinal cord injured patients.
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